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Background & Context

- Penrith City Council Children’s Services
- Curriculum renewal in Western Sydney (2008)
Principles of Professional Learning

- One-off training sessions were not effective in leading to change
- Practitioners will be motivated by having input into the selection and delivery of professional learning programs
LDCPDP Funding

- Enabled us to reconceptualise of curriculum renewal project
- Maintained focus on the two guiding principles:
  1. one off training is not effective and
  2. educators need ownership of their own professional learning
CARP - Curriculum Action Research Projects

LDCPDP Curriculum Group QUALITY IN PRACTICE 2015

CURRICULUM PLANNING GROUP

CURRICULUM HUBS
Groups of services with shared outcomes or strategies. Each group will have a Curriculum Hub Leader

MUSIC  CULTURE

CURRICULUM ACTION RESEARCH PROJECTS
Each service will select their own CARP project
Curriculum Renewal 2015

Penrith Children’s Services

Our Story...
Penrith Children's Services

Early Childhood Australia National Conference 2016
This is Childhood: Pedagogy and practice in the early years
OUR STORY...
Celebration and Sharing 2015
CHILDREN'S SERVICES presents to you a production by HUB 3. STARRING Wattle Glenn and Rainbow Cottage, Erskine Park, Werrington County educators, children and families. This poster acknowledges all the hard work and effort from each team to create their CARPfest movie. We hope you enjoy watching!

Release date OCTOBER 12th 2016 showing only at CARPfest
#CARPfest
Questions